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Introduction
Selling complex products often causes businesses to create two different types of product configurations.  The Sales
force that deals with the customers use a product nomenclature that is at a higher level of abstraction than the internal
Manufacturing department.  The configuration used on a sales order is often termed the "Marketing Configuration or
Marketing BOM".  The configuration used by the planning and manufacturing departments is termed the
"Manufacturing BOM".  Applied Materials deals with very complex engineered products.  They have a custom
configurator called the Product Specification Tool (PST) to allow for configuring these complex products.  This
product was used with the legacy sales order and manufacturing systems in a non-integrated fashion.  The
implementation of Oracle Applications provided an opportunity to integrate the PST application and use its
configuration capability seamlessly.  The PST configurator has two main uses:- Creating Marketing Configurations
that are used to create sales orders for customers; and Creating Manufacturing BOMs that are the Bills used to build
the products.  An interface was built between PST and Oracle Applications to allow BOMs and customer
configurations to be imported.  The Marketing BOM interface allowed the BOM structures resident in PST to be
imported into the Oracle Bills of Material master.  The Marketing Configuration interface allowed for the customer
specific configuration from PST to be imported onto a Sales Order in Oracle.  A separate interface was built between
PST and Oracle Bills of Materials to allow Manufacturing BOMs to be imported into the BOM master.  The PST
configurator functionality allows for the Marketing Configurations to be translated into Manufacturing BOMs.  The
top-level item for the Manufacturing BOM is added to the Marketing BOM and this is subsequently added to the
sales order configuration.  The items under the Marketing BOM being Sales options are modeled as non-
inventoriable and non-shippable items.  The top-level item for the Manufacturing BOM is however an inventoriable
and shippable item.  This item upon being built is shipped to the customer.  The interfaces that are used are the
standard open interfaces with some minor customizations used to integrate PST with the open interface tables.  The
solution employed here allows for Applied Materials to sell "Marketing Bills" that are built using "Manufacturing
Bills”.

Why Integrate PST and Oracle
Standard Oracle applications do not have the functionality available to emulate the complexity of the product
information that exists in PST. Due to the fact that Applied Materials products are very complex, and are engineered
to order it took years to create the PST product models and recreating them was not feasible in the implementation
timeline.  In addition, PST is an integral part of the lifecycle of an order at Applied Materials.  It is well understood
and accepted by the user base as a vital tool.  PST is used from configuring the initial quote that is created, through
building the product to be shipped to the customer.  One example of the capability PST has but Oracle does not is the
ability to convert a marketing configuration to a manufacturing BOM used to build Applied Materials’ products.

Before the Oracle implementation, PST and the legacy order management system were not integrated.  This lack of
integration led to inconsistencies between the marketing configuration in PST versus the marketing configuration on
the sales orders.  It was also necessary for the user to create the marketing configuration twice, once in PST and
again in the legacy order management system.  Integrating PST and Oracle eliminates both of these issues.  In
addition to the redundant maintenance of marketing configurations, it was also necessary to maintain items, BOM
records and prices in both PST and the legacy order management system.  By integrating PST and Oracle most of
this duplication was eliminated.  Items and product model BOM structures are maintained in PST, items and prices
are maintained in Oracle.  The only remaining duplication is that items must be maintained in both systems.
The Integration
The integration was achieved by using a combination of Business Process, System Setups and Customizations.
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Sales orders at Applied Materials do not fall under the traditional Pick To Order or Assemble To Order paradigms.
They are closer to an Engineering To Order environment where each sales order is configured and built specific to a
customer’s requirement.

What the customer orders is very different from the items used to build it.  The structure of the model used is a
Hybrid-PTO model.  The top-level model is a PTO model containing “Marketing Options” as displayed on customer
documents and an ATO item that represents the top level Manufacturing BOM that is built and shipped.  The base
model associated with the ATO item is an ATO Model that contains components with planning percentages.

The sales force uses PST to configure Marketing Options per customer’s requirement and this information is
imported onto a sales order in Oracle Order Entry.  This import is done via the custom PST Spec. Import process.
The manufacturing group runs a process in PST that converts the Marketing Configuration, into the Manufacturing
BOM.  This conversion is one of the key features of PST.  The relationship between the marketing options and their
manufacturing siblings is modeled into the PST Configurator application.  This list of manufacturing (inventoriable)
items produced by the PST configurator is then structured under the ATO item specifically created for the Marketing
Configuration.

The ATO item is then added as a component to the PTO model and is created with an effective date equal to the
creation date of the sales order line.  The disable date is minute after the effective date, and this allows the ATO item
to only be used on the intended sales order.  This also allows for the same top level PTO model to be used on other
sales orders

The ATO item is added to the sales order during the early part of the life-cycle and Demanding this causes Forecast
Consumption to occur for the items on the ATO item BOM.  The consumption is against the Forecast created using
the ATO Planning models.  Once the ATO item is completely built in Work in Process (WIP), it is completed into a
finished goods subinventory where it is Reserved and Shipped.  The marketing options are then invoiced using
Oracle Receivables.  The following diagram is a high level data flow representation of the integration:

The life cycle of sales orders at Applied Materials is long (Avg. 4-6 months).  Changes to the Marketing
Configuration occur during this period due to customer requests or due to Engineering changes.  These changes are
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initiated in PST and the PST Import interface program imports these changes onto the sales orders.  The Order
Import API is used to process the ADD, CHANGE and DELETE actions, and the CANCEL API carries out
cancellations to Booked orders.

One of the key objectives of this implementation was to create a single solution.  In order to achieve a single
solution, it was required to establish key Entity-System ownership.  In this case, PST was determined to be the owner
of Product Model (BOM) and Marketing Configurations (Sales Order Configuration).

Nuts and Bolts of the Integration

The PST Configurator uses an Oracle database to store the Product Model structure, the Marketing Configuration
and the Manufacturing BOM.  This application is on a remote database and database links are used to transfer data
between the PST database and the Oracle Applications database.

The integration between PST and Oracle Order Entry comprises of the following major components:
PST Product Model to Oracle Bills of Material
PST Marketing Configuration to Oracle Sales Order
Setups

PST Product Model to Oracle Bills Of Material - The Product modeling structure in PST is similar to that in Oracle
Bills of Material.  PST provides for Parent-Child relationships to be established and this is translated to a BOM in
Oracle.  The Model, Option Classes and Options in Oracle map directly to equivalent entities in PST.  This allowed
for the ease of integration.

PST being the owner of the Product Model required the BOM structure to be created and maintained in PST.  The
Oracle BOM therefore had to be kept in synch with the PST Product Model.  This was achieved by a customization
that pushed all changes from the remote PST database into a custom interface table on the Oracle Applications
database.  The custom “XXAM OE Transfer PST Product Model data to Oracle” program subsequently reads this
interface table and inserts the data into the BOM open interface table and calls the BOM import APIs to process
these records.

PST Marketing Configuration to Oracle Sales Order - Configuring a Specification is the first step in the order
lifecycle.  This step is carried out in the PST application.  Once the configuration is completed and saved in PST,
this information is “Exported” from the remote PST database into the Oracle Applications database.  The exported
data is stored in a set of custom interface tables.
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The user then logs into the Oracle Order Entry application and creates a sales order header using the custom Sales
Orders screen.  Once the header is created, they use the Special menu to invoke the “Import PST Specification”
form.

This activates the “Specification Detail” screen that contains a list of all the “Exported” Marketing Configurations.
The user picks the specific Marketing Configuration and activates the import by pressing the “Import Spec” button.
This runs the custom program that imports the PTO model onto the sales order.  The program processes the data in
the custom interface table and loads it into the Order Import Open interface tables.  It then invokes the Order Import
API to import the Marketing configuration onto the sales order.  Upon import, it marks a certain ‘S’ column in the
Sales Order Line table with a RESULT that identifies the line as being interfaced (Action-Result pair ‘PST Interface
- Interfaced’).  This is used to prevent changes to these configurations using the Sales Order screen.
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Setups – PST being the Entity-System Owner for Marketing Configurations required all configuration changes to be
initiated and controlled out of PST.  In order to achieve this, Security Rules were setup in Oracle Order Entry to
prevent changes to the configuration.  These rules were setup for the Line and Option objects to prevent Add,
Change and Delete actions.  Quantity Ordered changes are also prevented.  The rules were based on an Action-
Result pair ‘PST Interface - Interfaced’.

Integration Complications
PST does not have an item or BOM master, nor does it have requirements similar to Oracle for how items or BOM
records are defined.  Items and BOM records can be deleted from PST, items do not have defined item types, the
same item could have multiple descriptions and  BOM relationships are not well defined.  For example, it is possible
in PST for an item to be a child to an item in one marketing configuration and be the parent of that same item in
another.  These differences and others made the integration complicated.  It was necessary for the data in PST to be
modified to align with the Oracle Item and BOM master requirements.

The inherent flexibility of PST also posed some problems for importing the marketing configuration onto sales
orders.  BOM record start and end dates in PST could be changed at any time with few restrictions.  In Oracle a
BOM record has to have a start date prior to the creation date of the line item on the sales order in order for that
BOM record to be selectable on the order.  It is common for a new option (BOM record) to be chosen on an existing
marketing configuration and thus to be imported onto an existing sales order line item.  This made it necessary for
PST to follow the oracle requirement for BOM start and end dates.

Conclusion
The key to selling and building products in an engineering to order environment required for a complex configurator
to be integrated with Oracle Applications.  Being able to use an existing configurator that is designed to  deal with
separate marketing and manufacturing structures allowed for Applied Materials to have the best of both worlds.  All
of the configuration knowledge that existed in the external configurator could be retained and integrated seamlessly
with Oracle Applications.

The customizations used to integrate were fairly non-invasive and the techniques discussed in this paper are easily
extensible to other external configurators.
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